System were developed. These systems were used as operations support tools. All teams and operation members were able to utilize and share same information by using these tools. As a result, all the operations were conducted by established procedure with certain timing. And also, the necessary information was provided appropriate timing to JAXA's management team and general public. The systems also reduced the time lag for sharing of information among the teams. The SOE Display System has functions that show the visibility from the ground station, spacecraft status, operation procedure steps, ground operation system configuration and other information. The Event Timer System has functions that show the current time (UTC and JST (Japan Standard Time)), event item, event time, time between the event and the current time, and triggering the alarm sound. To synchronize the event item, the SOE Display System has functions to export the event time. The Event Timer System has functions to import the event item. This paper presents functions and provides examples of the system's utilization in real operation, and modifications planned for the SOE Display System and Event Timer System..
I. Introduction
PACECRAFT operation has been conducted by team consisted by some members and some teams. Therefore, it is very important that all members can share and utilize the necessary information for space operations in real 1 Associated Senior Engineer, Space Satellite Engineering Division, Takezono 1-12-2, Tsukuba City, Ibaraki, 305-0032, Japan, and AIAA Member Grade for first author. 2 Senior Engineer, JAXA Space Exploration Center (JSPEC), Yoshinodai 3-1-1, Tyuuou-ku, Sagamihara City, Kanagawa 229-8510, Japan, and AIAA Member Grade for second author. 3 Group Manager, Space Satellite Engineering Division, Takezono 1-12-2, Tsukuba City, Ibaraki, 305-0032, Japan, and AIAA Member Grade for third author. 4 Engineer, Space Satellite Engineering Division, Takezono 1-12-2, Tsukuba City, Ibaraki, 305-0032, Japan, and AIAA Member Grade for forth author. 
II. SOE Display System

A. Purpose
The purpose of SOE Display system is to share information of spacecraft operation for each members and teams, by showing information.
B. Main Function
SOE display system's main functions are as follows and the main screen is shown in Figure1. -Display the visibility time from ground station to the spacecraft -Spacecraft operation event sequence -Spacecraft status plan -Display the contents in real time The visibility time from flight dynamics system is imported by this system via LAN or USB flash memory devise. Many ground station is necessary only in critical phases and events. Other operation phase, not so many ground stations are enough. Therefore, the ground station displayed for screen effective use can be chosen.
Especially, SELENE was lunar circular spacecraft. This system displayed visibility time with occultation time (behind of the moon). This information was so useful for real time operation to down load mission data from the data recorder of the spacecraft.
2) Spacecraft operation event sequence To share and understand Spacecraft operation event sequence, this system shows the visibility time by level style graph with text. The text can be used to show event number, event name and so on. The event sequence can be inputted by manually using the text file and also imported from the event timer's exported text file.
The text only time and event number, this system can sort this information. In case that there are many events, this system displays offset events to avoid overlapping them.
3) Spacecraft status plan To share and understand plan of spacecraft status, this system shows the planed status by level style graph in the each sub system of the spacecraft. (ex. Down link bit rate (Hi or Low rate), and so on) This information should be inputted by manually using this system user interface.
4) Display the contents in real time
For real time spacecraft operation, it is important to understand operation these information in real time. This system shows current time by red line and screen will move by time span. The display time span also is collective. 24H, 12H and 4H. And this system shows also can show information by non-real time 
D. Other functions
1) The graph shows by several colors.
2) Export the screen by PDF to provided to other team 3) Time unit can be showed by UTC and elapsed time from lift off time. 4) Import and export the event time from Event Timer System 5) Export screen by English version
III. Event Timer System
A. Purpose The purpose of Event Timer System is to share and alert operation event time to spacecraft operation team.
B. Main Function
Event Timer System 's main functions are display information as follows and alert and buzzer.
-Current time (UTC and JST) -Event time and event name elapsed time to the event The main screen is shown in Figure 5 .
C. Details of main functions 1) Display Current time (UTC and JST)
Because Space craft operation is conducted according to UTC, this system shows UTC and JST. In SELENE operation, the system configured show the United Western Time since NASA/DSN support was necessary.
2) Display Event time, event name and elapsed time to the event To share Spacecraft operation event and procedure in operation team, this system shows event items and event times. These information is described in the content file includes some events and also each event can be added after importing the content file.
3) Alert and buzzer To notice the event time is spacecraft operation team for conduct procedure on time, this system alert using buzzer sound.
The alert timing can be set 5minutes before the event and also it is enable to change the alert timing.
IV. Conclusion
SOE Display system and Event timer system as operation support system are useful in SELENE and IKAROS could share and conduct spacecraft operation to share and utilize the necessary information for space operations in real time.
We are continuing to progress these systems after SELENE and IKAROS. The progress points are as follows.
-More attractive relation between both systems -More attractive relation with spacecraft operation system -Share the information via internet -But secure information is the most important concerning
